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WHY PRESIDIO
• Leading IT solutions provider in North America
• 7,000 middle market and government clients 
• Solving for complex, multi-vendor technology
• Engineering led, local-touch model
• Services for 25% of the population at 1,300+ state and 

local government entities 
• Deep solutions expertise across digital infrastructure, cloud 

and security
• Full lifecycle of services in consulting, design and 

implementation, managed services and support
• Client satisfaction, 95% staying with us year on year
• Stability and financial power of a $2.7 billion public 

company (NASDAQ: PSDO)
• Passionate about driving results for our clients and 

delivering an outstanding quality of service 
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Local PresenceNational Scale

ENGINEERING-LED SCALE WITH LOCAL PRESENCE

• 60+ offices across the US
• 25+ engineers per office (average)
• 120+ clients served per office (average)

• 2,800+ employees nationally
 500+ account managers
 1,600+ engineers

3

International Reach

• US clients’ operations supported in 
100+ countries through our network
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PRESIDIO ALLIANCE ECOSYSTEM

• Provider of integrated multi-vendor, 
multi-technology solutions for our 
clients’ complex and mission-critical 
IT needs

• Solutions-focused, tailoring 
and deploying an optimal mix of 
technologies from 500+ alliances

• On the forefront of next-generation 
technologies and disruptive market 
trends through our alliance network

• CEO-level access at all key partners
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Our mission is to protect data from insider threats and cyberattacks. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Was there anything specific that jumped out at you that prompted today’s meeting?2. How much do you know about the Varonis risk assessment?3. What are you top 3 priorities for the year?
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Lacked the visibility into where sensitive data sat, who had access, and who was 

touching it.   The current tools provided little more than manual methods and 

produced many false positives.  There was no recourse.

Impact: University had no insight into where employees were placing sensitive HR, 

student, and patient data exposing themselves to fines, lawsuits, and 

embarrassment.

Large University – Real World Example #1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill in: Customer business issue driving data security plan
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Lacked insight into environment and who was doing what/where.  Had no ongoing 

monitoring of AD/File system in place.

Example: The firm lacked visibility into where AD granted groups access to areas in 

the environment like EPIC and missed a breach.  Upon a trial, the firm realized they 

had missed one of their own employees placing recon tools in the environment 

and changing configurations without approval.

Large Hospital – Real World Example #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill in: Customer business issue driving data security plan
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Lacked the controls to stop insiders and outside attackers from misusing, 

encrypting, and/or stealing data. 4 Endpoint products failed to detect 3 new 

variants of Locky ransomware. 70% Global Group Access further contributed to the 

problem.

Impact: Firm was down for days at a time while teams tried to restore data. This 

went on for weeks causing massive service disruption and time loss.

Large Utility – Real World Example #3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill in: Customer business issue driving data security plan
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Lacked true visibility into where stale data sat and a means to automatically 

migrate/delete/ move to cheaper storage.

Example: The firm was spending approx. $1,000,000.00 more on tier 1 storage each 

year  and managing the entire environment in the same way.  Teams were wasting 

time managing unused assets and leaving low hanging fruit in the environment 

that could be compromised.

Large Law Firm – Real World Example #4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill in: Customer business issue driving data security plan
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Relied on manual methods to track down business managers/data owners and 

manual needed to added users to groups when new employees requested access 

or personnel moved departments

Impact: The firm was wasting valuable IT talent on mundane access requests and 

ultimately resulting in overexposed access and permission creep that could be 

avoided and automated.

Large Financial Institution – Real World Example #5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fill in: Customer business issue driving data security plan
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Why is this still an issue?
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It’s all about the DATA - Gartner calls it “Dark Data”

Who has access to data (files, folders, sites, & mailboxes)?

Who did what, when, where (detailed audit trail)?

Where is my sensitive data and where is exposed? (PII, GDPR, HIPAA, PCI…)

What data is not being used or stale?

How do I ensure data is not located in unsanctioned areas? 

Who owns data and how do I automate access requests?

How do we clean up the environment without impacting day to day business?

How do I detect & stop insider threats, ransomware, data exfiltration and beyond?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[TEASE THE PROMISED LAND]Data security is hard to achieve at scale by gluing together disparate tools, by relying on native auditing and by feeding raw logs into multiple point solutions.Forrester calls this “expense in depth” and their research shows that simply spending more money on individual security tools doesn’t correlate with better data security.
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21%

49%
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Seconds

Source: Verizon 2016 Data Breach Investigations Report

Discovery Timeline for Data Breaches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have to get better at detecting insider threats.This comes from the 2016 Verizon DBIR and it shows how long it takes, on average, to detect a data breach.Both seconds and minutes down to zero. It’s such a rare occurrence for businesses to be able to detect threats in real-time.A total of about 10% of breaches are detected within hours or days.Where we start to see the larger volume is within weeks. About 21%.But the bulk of data breaches are discovered within months or years. So about 70% of insider threats take months AT BEST to detect. Which is quite worrying because insiders can do lots and lots of damage within mere minutes.And when you start measuring in years, as in the Sony pictures attack, then you’re talking about series long-term damage.
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Expense in Depth

Raw log files

Native auditing

Lack of context

Rule-based alerts

Yearly clean-ups

Fragmented tools

Reactive threat defense

Manually tagging 
sensitive data

Manual permissions 
reports

THE OLD WAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[TEASE THE PROMISED LAND]Data security is hard to achieve at scale by gluing together disparate tools, by relying on native auditing and by feeding raw logs into multiple point solutions.Forrester calls this “expense in depth” and their research shows that simply spending more money on individual security tools doesn’t correlate with better data security.
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What if there was a way?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what can we do about it?
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“

”

Varonis works across 
the whole 
organization. It works 
with our 
infrastructure, our 
Active Directory, it 
works with all the 
hardware and 
software we have.

Started operations in 2005
VRNS on Nasdaq

5,700+ customers globally (July 2017)

Software that protects data from insider threats and 
cyberattacks

-- Wade Sendall, VP of IT, The Boston Globe

Varonis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[FEATURES AS MAGIC GIFTS + SOCIAL PROOF]And that’s exactly what we’ve built over the past 10+ years:A data security platform engineered from the ground up to allow you to manage and protect your most sensitive data, no matter where it's stored. A single product suite to protect data on file shares, NAS, in Exchange, SharePoint, UNIX, Office 365 and beyond.Our platform continuously maps your environment and monitors your files, emails, and Active Directory. With over 60 threat models, we help you quickly detect and respond to attacks across the entire cyber kill chain.Varonis uses security analytics to safely reduce risk without disrupting users, making sure that data is only open to those who need it. We automate tasks you sometimes couldn’t even do manually if you wanted to, and ensure that the controls you put in place stay in place.
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What the Market Research says about Varonis

“Varonis is the market-share leader with 
over 3,500 customers” Gartner 2015 
(Added over 1,800 customers since this report..)

In 2014, file analysis market size was ~ $150 million.  Varonis 
captured the vast majority with $101 million in revenue. (rest of 
the market split among 25 bit players)

“Varonis is the clear market leader in unstructured data governance”

Varonis CEO named Entrepreneur of the Year (NYC, tech Industry, 2012)

Crowned Data+ Editors Award for Mastering Data Security with Loyola Univ. (2015)

Software Product of the Year, 2015
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Varonis protects many leading federal agencies

• Certificate of Networthiness granted by the US Army

• Achieved Common Criteria EAL2+

“Varonis is on an extremely short list of companies that supply products I wouldn’t
be without in any major executive role in any public company, three-letter agency, 
government office, or IT firm.” 

- Rob Enderle, President, The Enderle Group
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DATA

Cyber threats are 
detected and 

stopped

Only the right 
people have 

access

We know where 
our sensitive 

data lives

Sustain a secure 
state without 
manual effort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[TEASE THE PROMISED LAND]Instead of chasing threats, they monitor and protect their data. Once you operate with the assumption that the threat is already inside you can make much smarter data security decisions.Risk mitigation is about knowing where your most important information is at all times. Ensuring only the right people have access to the right data, access is monitored, and suspicious behavior is flagged.And the most mature organizations have controls in place to keep data protected without repeatedly doing one big cleanup project after another.



Topology
Firewall

File Server
(Win/*nix/NAS)

Active Directory/
LDAP/NIS

Exchange/Email

SharePoint

MS-SQL

Varonis Collectors

Varonis Collectors

Varonis Data Security 
Platform Server (IDU)

Varonis Probe/
Aggregator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Varonis collects user access activity non intrusively from file servers, SP, Exchange, & unix/linux using an agent. This information is then pulled or sent to the Varonis collectors which processes (package) the information which is then sent to SQL on the back end where Varonis performs statistical analysis.
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Cyber Threat
Detection

Active Directory
Monitoring

Data Access
Governance

Automatic 
Quarantining

Data 
Classification

Least Privilege
Enforcement

File & Email
Monitoring

User Behavior
Analytics

Platforms Not Tools

THE NEW WAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead, Forrester recommends moving from point products to a unified data security platform that includes things like data classification, threat detection, user behavior analytics, data access governance, and more under a single roof.
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DETECT PREVENT SUSTAIN

• Implement detective 
controls for file systems 
and AD

• Map and monitor 
preventive controls

• Track Key Risk Indicators
• Alert and respond to 

threats

• Identify and remediate 
sensitive and at-risk data

• Eliminate global access
• Identify and assign data 

owners
• Implement best-practice 

controls

• Automate access 
provisioning 

• Regularly re-certify access
• Archive or delete old data

Operational Phases
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Diving into the Environment
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In this Example, Domain Users have READ access to the Folders that are GREEN. This group should be removed as it presents 
additional RISK as ANY User can access this data which in some cases includes HIPAA and other Personal Identifiable 
information. 

Where is your Sensitive Data, Where is Exposed?



Prioritize High Risk Folders

Any User at [Customer] has READ
access to the Creative folder and 
the GREEN folders below it. 
Unreleased designs of [Customer] 
apparel are stored here and we 
recommend locking this down to 
only the Users that require access 
which will greatly reduce Risk of 
data theft/leakage.



Discover & Review Permissions to Critical Folders

There are Excessive Permissions 
applied to the ERP-Arc folder. This 
folder Contains Sensitive data such 
as HIPAA and PII. Permissions need 
to be reviewed and aligned 
properly to greatly reduce the Risk 
of data theft\leakage. 
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Prioritize & Lockdown Sensitive Data



Spot & Remove High Risk or Problematic Permissions

In this Example, Domain Computers have READ permission to the Folders that are GREEN. This group should be removed as 
it presents additional RISK as ANY Computer can potentially access this data. If something/someone (Malware, 
Ransomware, or a Bad actor) were able to run as the System account from any Computer/Server, this data will be 
accessible. 



Model & Simulate Permission Changes

SIMULATE the removal of the 
Everyone group. The list of users on 
the left have been accessing the 
Legal folder via this group and will be 
adversely affected if we make a 
change. A new group needs to be 
created, affected users added, and 
aligned to the IT folder.
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Quarantine files based on Classification rules
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Configure one time migrations or mirror rules
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Create custom rules with Varonis data
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Complete Audit Trail of User Activity
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Abnormal Service Behavior: 
Access to atypical files

Abnormal User Behavior: 
Unusual amount of access to idle 
and sensitive data

Ransomware alerted on and 
stopped

Insider threats detected and 
stopped

Real time visibility into auditing

(UBA)Behavioral & Real Time Alerts/Threat models
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Alert Dashboard for Threat Detection & Investigation
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Alert Dashboard for Threat Detection & Investigation
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Key Risk Indicators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Risk Indicators



Identify and Manage Folder Owners

The Statistics area displays the users that are 
accessing a directory tree. Data owners can then 
be assigned and managed right within the UI



Extending IAM with Varonis

Applications

File Servers

IAM
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Eliminate Global Access

Warning! 
Erin Hannon will lose 
access to data she’s 
been using!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applying global access to the company’s holiday party photos is probably okay, but in the vast majority of cases, we should avoid global access like the plague.I’ve seen global access applied to folders with millions of credit card numbers, socials, and more.This problem can be very hard to remediate—you can’t just pull everyone’s access without inciting a riot.  When everyone under the sun has access, it’s very difficult to know who really needs that access.The solution is to look at historical access activity in your audit trail to determine who has been accessing data exclusively via global access groups.Our DatAdvantage product shows you which information is globally accessible and who has actually been accessing it. From there you can apply tighter permissions and run a simulation that will tell you exactly which people will be impacted if you were to remove global access.This capability is indispensable when doing global access remediation, lest you get a bunch of angry phone calls. ☺
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Automate Entitlement Reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, establishing a regular cadence for reviewing access is crucial to limited damage from insiders. By automating these reviews, data owners get an email once a month or once a quarter saying, “time to perform your entitlement review!”They click a link and see a list of users along with that handy red X from before which shows them who Varonis recommends for remove. When they’re done, they digitally sign the form and permissions changes are again made on their behalf.This whole process is audited, so not only are you regularly ensuring that only the right people having, you can prove to auditors that you have a working process in place.



Determine What High Risk Data is Active vs. Stale

The Finance folder has been the most active folder during the assessment with almost 1 Million events. This 
folder also contains Sensitive data so permissions need to be reviewed and ensure that only the proper 
users/groups should have access to this data set.
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Automate Disposition & Quarantining
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Automatically send Group Membership or Folder Permission Reports to Owners
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Automated Privileged Account Review
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Report on Stale Data – corpfs02b

This report highlights where Stale data resides. 
Some data may also be Sensitive which 
presents additional risk.
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“

”-- Ron Mark | Innovation and IT Manager, 
Gas Strategies

It was demonstrated 
very quickly that this is a 
product that works –

Varonis does what it 
says it can do. 

Try it yourself,  90 minutes to install.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[EVIDENCE THAT THE STORY CAN COME TRUE]This is the report you’ll get at the end of your free risk assessment. It’s yours to keep regardless of whether you decide to move forward with us. We have a sample report here that I’d love to take a minute to walk you through, and if you’re interested, we’ll set a date to get your risk assessment up and running.
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Our mission is to protect data from insider threats and cyberattacks. 

Thank You!
Chris Prangley
cprangley@varonis.com
212-729-6593 (cell)

Hear what our 5,700+ customers have to say:

https://www.varonis.com/ransomware-solutions
https://www.varonis.com/customers/
https://www.techvalidate.com/product-research/varonis-data-security-platform
https://www.techvalidate.com/portals/why-organizations-turn-to-varonis-to-meet-gdpr

mailto:cprangley@varonis.com
https://www.varonis.com/ransomware-solutions
https://www.varonis.com/customers/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.techvalidate.com_product-2Dresearch_varonis-2Ddata-2Dsecurity-2Dplatform&d=DwMFaQ&c=TxO9TIZxM1NIgbR_44vEiALc2o8uaxixBRc1BtwrN08&r=Ob5gaNMRmLmaaBlr9FWr4Tax9G2IrlvMIacHc29lt28&m=fRSUT_5_MBh9UY3DnyUmqi92sYxRU_NeY2z8bvxqbyw&s=F3OxmqsoC8fBdHHlTejK5LDl_SXVFlZQsAqw7sxmzl8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.techvalidate.com_portals_why-2Dorganizations-2Dturn-2Dto-2Dvaronis-2Dto-2Dmeet-2Dgdpr&d=DwMFaQ&c=TxO9TIZxM1NIgbR_44vEiALc2o8uaxixBRc1BtwrN08&r=Ob5gaNMRmLmaaBlr9FWr4Tax9G2IrlvMIacHc29lt28&m=fRSUT_5_MBh9UY3DnyUmqi92sYxRU_NeY2z8bvxqbyw&s=W8cb-TT8rBHgd1tdSjvO2bcrK4aXfHZxtUwo1RmYx14&e=
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